TAPE STORAGE

The Cost and Performance Advantages of Flash
Tape is enjoying a deployment renaissance thanks to
the explosion of data volumes and tape’s ultra-low
storage costs. Tape also offers many advantages to
cloud service providers (CSPs), thanks in part to the
rapid evolution of both tape technologies and
complementary SDS capabilities. In fact, today many
CSPs are deploying tape in their infrastructures to
address challenges of capacity growth, scalability, and
cost. Placing inactive data on tape significantly
reduces cost, as the total cost of ownership (TCO) for
tape on average is more than six times lower than disk.
Why choose IBM tape storage?
IBM tape storage means better data economics. You
gain scalability, durability, security, and energy
efficiency at a compellingly lower cost than other
media.

As the global market leader, IBM offers a full range of
tape storage solutions. These include drives,
autoloaders, libraries, virtual tape systems, and IBM
Spectrum Archive software, which can make tape as
simple to use as disk. In fact, IBM has set a new world
record for tape storage capacity, with the highest
capacity of recording in areal density at 201GB data
per square inch which is almost 20 times more data
than conventional tapes which store 9.6GB data per
square inch.
IBM flash and tape storage can effectively work
together to provide storage solutions with excellent
performance, high capacity, and very competitive, low
costs. Application workloads and business use cases
that require fast transactional processing of data that
will not be modified later—such as the IBM Blockchain
service, the Internet of Things and many types of
financial/banking applications—can be especially good
candidates for tape and flash solutions.
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IBM OFFERS A TAPE STORAGE SOLUTION FOR EVERY
BUSINESS NEED AND TYPE

Drives
Performance and
capacity for midrange
to high-end storage
with low cost of
ownership.

Automation/Libraries
Full range of tape
libraries and
autoloaders to protect,
access and manage
data in entry, midrange
and enterprise
environments.

IBM Spectrum Archive
Software enables
direct, intuitive and
graphical access to
files and directories
stored on IBM tape
drives.

Media
Sets the standard in
storage technology for
superior media quality
at a lower cost.

IBM TAPE STORAGE SOLUTIONS DELIVER BUSINESS VALUE
Highlights
• Gain high performance, high capacity, and low-cost storage all in one solution
• Leverage the cost and capacity advantages of tape to build powerful analytics systems
• Lower storage costs without losing capabilities or performance

ABOUT CIBER
At Ciber, we provide digital transformation services that will empower your people and drive your business forward.
Our team of top-tier technologist’s have decades of expertise in IBM systems, with a wide range of skills to mitigate
risk, ensure peace of mind. Contact us today for a comprehensive consultation to help identify any potential issues
you may be experiencing or before they start to affect your environment.
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